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South Korea to enact import restrictions
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by Colin Staub

The U.S. in 2019 shipped 192,000 short tons of mixed paper to South Korea. | Mariusz
Bugno/Shutterstock

A large buyer of U.S. scrap paper and plastic is planning measures to reduce imports and increase

domestic recycling of those materials.

The South Korean government recently announced its plans to restrict mixed paper and PET

bottle imports, although some speci�cs of the policy changes are still in the works.

Contaminated mixed paper draws focus

On Feb. 17, the country’s Ministry of Environment published an announcement (in Korean)

describing a general policy to reduce “waste paper” imports. The ministry has not yet published a

translated version of the document; an online translation describes measures such as “full

inspection” of imports and unspeci�ed “restrictions.”

Adina Renee Adler, assistant vice president of international a�airs for the Institute of Scrap

Recycling Industries (ISRI), learned that the South Korean government has concerns with the level

of contamination in mixed-paper loads coming into the country.

“The announcement was made with two days’ notice, which created problems for exporters that

already had shipments on the water,” she said.

Recovered �ber research �rm RISI reviewed a letter from the South Korean government to

domestic paper mills describing the upcoming restrictions. RISI (subscription required) reported

all imports of recovered paper would be inspected beginning Feb. 21, although sources told RISI

the policy was still “pending” by Feb. 28.

RISI also reported the government was considering a 0.5% contamination limit on mixed-paper

imports but that the �gure has since been revised to 3%.

The U.S. in 2019 shipped 1.1 million short tons of all recovered �ber grades, including 192,000

short tons of mixed paper, to South Korea, according to U.S. export �gures. That made South

Korea the fourth largest importer of U.S. mixed paper for the year, behind India (1.1 million short

tons), Canada (270,000) and Indonesia (210,000).

According to the South Korean government release, the country imported 1.6 million short tons of

“waste paper” in 2019.

India, the largest buyer of U.S. mixed paper, recently enacted new policies heavily restricting

imports of that grade.

PET bottle import ban

The latest recycling industry news

Industry illness and injury rates hit

record low in 2021

According to federal data, the waste and

recycling industry injury rate fell in 2021,

bringing it to the lowest point since 2006. 

NRC panelists: Strong EPR requires

reduction, transparency

Model extended producer responsibility

bills and federal funding were two hot

topics at the 2022 National Recycling

Congress, with panelists calling for

packaging reduction and a broad overhaul

of the recycling system. 

NERC: Blended average prices fell 40%

in third quarter

Northeastern U.S. MRFs reported their

recyclables bales fetched an average of

$100 per ton during the third quarter, a

steep drop from the prior quarter. 

Higher plastic values alleviate some

sting from �ber markets

Prices for �ber bales are still searching for

rock bottom this fall, with OCC down by

about 25% over the past month. PET and
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In a Feb. 5 English language release, the environment ministry said it will improve domestic

recycling of plastic bottles by collecting them separately from other recyclables. The release did

not specify which resins would be targeted by this policy, but the announcement suggests the

policy would cover PET bottles.

Korean manufacturers use recycled PET to make textiles for clothing, according to the

announcement, but domestic recycled plastic is di�cult to use “due to the debris mixed in during

disposal and collection processes.”

“We will stop the import of used plastic bottles by increasing the quality of recycling processes of

the bottles in Korea,” stated Lee Young-gi, director general of the Resources Circulation Bureau of

the Ministry of Environment, in a statement.

According to U.S. trade data, U.S. exporters shipped 9.7 million pounds of recycled PET to South

Korea last year, accounting for about 15% of all U.S. scrap plastic exports to the country. The

Korea Times reported that the bulk of South Korean PET imports come from Japan.

The South Korean government has a goal to collect 100,000 tons of plastic bottles per year

beginning in 2022. The separate collection system, which has yet to be developed, will be rolled

out to the multi-family sector in the second half of 2020 and to all single-family houses in 2021.
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Fiber and plastic exports drop 8% and 22%
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HDPE bales are showing notable price

increases however

Oregon MRF becomes �rst to achieve

RIOS certi�cation

Looking to support employees and set a

higher bar for quality, Oregon-based Far

West Recycling certi�ed its northeast

Portland facility to the Recycling Industry

Operating Standard. It is the �rst MRF to

do so. 

Fiber and plastic exports drop 8% and

22%

U.S. companies exported less scrap paper

and plastic during the �rst nine months of

this year, an analysis of federal trade data

shows. 

Haulers report impact of falling

commodity prices

Plummeting recyclables prices took a bite

out of the largest haulers’ revenues during

the third quarter, and executives foresee

worse prices to come.
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